
Renowned artist to release debut children’s book 

Internationally recognized painter Vaeta Zitman’s I Wish All Your Wishes and 
Mine will be available in September at major online and brick-and-mortar 
bookstores. 

Fort Lauderdale – August 6, 2009 – After sudden inspiration and a �urry of 
illustration, Venezuelan artist Vaeta Zitman is proud to publish I Wish All 
Your Wishes and Mine, to be released this fall by Tree Top Hen and distrib-
uted by Emerald Publishing.  

The simple, yet profound story will be familiar to friends of all ages. In Vaeta’s 
words, “It inspires the reader to wish for somebody else's wishes to come 
true, and I believe that is friendship.” The book follows the fantastic journey 
of two friends, as well as an unblown dandelion that appears with them in 
many of the scenes. 

Although a trained illustrator, Vaeta Zitman is thus far known mostly for her 
paintings, which have been displayed in museums and galleries across the 
U.S., including the Amsterdam Whitney Gallery and the Holter Museum of 
Art. The book is a stylistic departure from her paintings; its ornate and 
colorful images have the magic to transport the reader to the place where 
wishes come true.

Vaeta has plans for another book, but in the meantime remains quite occu-
pied ful�lling the wishes of her two daughters.  
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Vaeta Zitman is a Venezuelan 
born artist.  Her paintings show 
in major galleries in the USA. I 
Wish All Your Wishes and Mine 
is Vaeta's �rst book.  She lives 
in Florida, is not very fond of 
alligators, thinks all medicines' 
side e�ects are meant for 
her and her favorite color is 
orangish-red.

i wish all your wishes and mine


